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Abstract. Current lifestyle in developed countries makes the practice
of outdoor activities to be almost mandatory. But, since these practices
such as trekking, biking, horseback, or simply running or walking in
urban parks, are made in nature (at least outdoors) not everyone can
practice them in optimal physical conditions at any time of the year. We
are referring to those who suffer from pollinosis or “hay fever”.

This work present the first stages in the development of a semi-
automatic system for counting and identifying airborne pollen, using
artificial intelligence techniques for recognizing four of the most repre-
sentative allergenic pollen types. The system consists of a first stage for
the location of pollen grains in the slides, and a second whose goal is the
identification using Independent Component Analysis (ICA) and neural
nets or SVM. The overall success results achieved with our system are
about 88%, averaging for all classes.

Keywords: Independent Component Analysis (ICA), airborne pollen,
pollen allergy, Neural Networks, SVM.

1 Introduction

Modern cities have good urban parks or nearby natural environments where its
citizens can practice outdoor activities. But, both in these urban parks and in the
nearby natural environments, there may be plants producing allergenic pollen
for many people. These plants can be natives or even exotic plants used for
ornamental purposes, because landscape artists tend to use them in new urban
parks. This can cause that many people may not practice outdoor activities, at
least not in full physical conditions at any time of year. We are referring to those
who suffer from pollinosis or “hay fever”, that is, presenting allergy to certain
types of airborne pollen at certain periods of the year in concrete geographical
locations. In [1] it can be found a review of the main types of allergenic pollen and
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Fig. 1. The slices used to collect the pollen are subjected to a dyeing process. In that
way, the pollen grains appear colored over the rest of the surface and others deposed
particles in it. Here a frame extracted from a video sequence recorded with a digital
camera through the microscope is shown. One can see in the picture the effect of
staining the pollen grains. Since, four grains appear fully differentiated from other
particles deposited on the adhesive.

the rates of pollen allergy in Europe. There, authors state that the prevalence
of pollen allergy is presently estimated to be up to 40%.

Count and classification of airborne pollen is a very laborious task that require
a lot of time and has to be made by skilled professionals. It is necessary a
high level of training to obtain accurate classification results. The study of a
preparation (Fig. 1) normally require the identification of a huge number of
pollen grains. These analysis can take 2 hours or more, depending on pollen
concentration in the sample. Another problem to consider is that the pollen
identification can involve some error, because this task is subject to personal
perceptions. Normally, the experts work with 400x optical microscopes and when
they locate a pollen grain, they need to change the focal plane many times. The
pollen grain is a tri-dimensional particle which have an aerodynamic size of 15−
40 μm. Therefore, its appearance in the microscope image changes dramatically
depending on the chosen focal plane. Furthermore, the pollen grains can present
some degree of translucence, depending on the type of treatment they have
undergone. And, in this case, it is possible to see its apparent inner structure.
In Fig. 1 (image extracted from a video sequence) there are four pollen grains
of different sizes and, therefore, differently focused. It can be appreciated that
the one located at the upper left corner is fully unfocused, whereas the other
three can be seen clearly. In subsequent sequences of the video, this pollen grain
will appear well focused and completely defined while the other three will be
unfocused. This makes pollen identification a very complicated and challenging
task, where it is necessary to consider a number of features such as the grain
shape, the polarity, the number of openings and their arrangement and shape,
texture features,..., and finally, this is translated to a number of perceptions that
each expert can have [2].
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In recent decades many works have been proposed aimed at locating and
identifying pollen using computer vision techniques. In [3], the authors assess the
potential of IR spectroscopy of the Fourier transform as an alternative method
for fast and realizable identification of some of the pollen grains types that cause
a higher rate of allergy. In [4], a prototype of a full self-station for counting
and identifying of pollen on standard glass slides is presented. In [5] a system
for automatic detection and classification of pollen on standard slides is also
proposed. And, as in the previous case, it also uses parameters and texture
analysis to obtain the feature vectors. As can be seen, several approaches have
already been proposed to get an automatic or semi-automatic counting station
and classification of airborne pollen. It is relatively easy to locate the pollen
grains on the slide once the sample has been prepared, that is, it has been
subjected to a dyeing process so that the pollen grains are colored (Fig. 1).

Currently, we are developing a self-station where a video camera linked to a
microscope is controlled by a computer to get the sample images. The microscope
digital camera set can be moved in the direction of Z axis to fit the focus, while
the sample to be analyzed is placed on a standard microscope slide and it can be
moved in the XY plane, so that the system can move along the entire surface of
the slide capturing conventional light microscope video images. Then, each one
of the captured videos is analyzed to select the frames with better definition,
which will provide the main information. The selected frames are subjected to
a process of feature extraction using Independent Component Analysis (ICA),
resulting in a feature vector that it will be the input to a classifier. ICA has been
widely used in the last decade as a feature extraction technique for its ability
to get a base of functions adapted to every problem [6], especially for natural
images [6,7]. Different approaches for the analysis of frames are given in [4] and
[5], where dark field images (photograph of the silhouettes) are captured and
then analyzed together with shape and texture features.

2 Dataset

Our aim is to develop a self-station for counting and identifying airborne poten-
tially allergenic pollen. For this reason, we have opted for capturing prototypes
from pollen images taken under the same conditions in which palynologists,
responsible for this task, carry it out, and not to take the prototypes from a
standard database as the European Pollen Database [8]. The samples were col-
lected by an aerobiological sensor (7 days recording volumetric spore trap), Hirst
type, Burkard 7-day. Once they were treated, we used those samples to record
the videos. And from these videos, the pollen prototype images used in this work
(Table 1) were captured by means of an algorithmic method. As will be explained
in detail in the next section, the algorithm, looks for the frame with higher con-
trast (larger number of edges), for each pollen grain present in the sample. That
will be equivalent to having the better definition, showing a greater amount of
characteristic details of each particular pollen grain.

It can be seen in Table 1 how there are different classes that seem very simi-
lar. This could be because, in those cases, the pollen grains came from the same
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Table 1. Examples of pollen of each class and of unwanted particles (trash)

class samples class samples

Avena sativa Avena sterilis

Calocedrus decurrens Olea europaea

Cypress Phalaris minor

Dactylis glomerata Lolium rigidum

Quercus rotundifolia trash

family: Lolium rigidum,Dactylis glomerata, Phalarais minor belong to Gramineae
family. However, this is not true forAvena sativa andAvena sterilis which also be-
long to the Gramineae family. Besides, Calocedrus decurrens and Cypress belong
to Cupressaceae family and in the images appear quite different. For this reason,
it is very difficult to discriminate among pollen of the same family, even for skilled
persons. Therefore, in some experiments the pollen belonging to the same family
is treated as the same class.

3 Methods

Two processes have to be differentiated: first the process followed to segment
the pollen grain images in the video sequences, and second the process followed
to classify these images.
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3.1 Segmentation

Videos from standard glass microscope slides containing the grains of pollen were
recorded. These videos were recorded by moving the microscope (that is, chang-
ing the focal plane) in the direction perpendicular to the slide (Axis Z) for about
100 μm, depending on the pollen sizes and the slides conditions. Furthermore,
these conditions determined the speed at which the microscope was moved, be-
cause, at this stage of the project development, the movement was carried out
by hand. In this way, each video has about 120 to 180 frames. Afterwards, these
videos were analyzed to segment the pollen grains contained in them, with the
ultimate goal of finding the best image for each pollen grain that appears in each
video. Due to the change in the focal plane, it is possible that, when a video has
more than one pollen grain, the best frame for segmenting each grain does not
match, as can be seen in Fig. 1.

Fig. 2. Outline of segmentation algorithm of pollen grains

The process is shown in Fig. 2. First, the algorithm calculates the co-occurrence
matrix for each frame in each video. The contrast of each frame can be measured
from this co-occurrence matrix and, thus, it is possible to select the frame with
higher contrast. This frame is used to segment the possible grains of pollen con-
tained in the image. And after that, once the position of each grain of pollen is
known, the algorithm analyzes again the video, but now looking each time in the
position where the grains of pollen are.

To start the process of segmentation of pollen grains, the frame (color image)
with higher contrast is converted to grayscale. And, the pollen grains are seg-
mented by using the histogram and taking into account a series of parameters
such as shape factor (pollen grains have a more or less rounded shape), size
for each pollen class and others based on the gray value features in each region
as deviation and entropy (pollen grains have a semi-translucent inner structure
(cytoplasm) and it is not homogeneous in its gray levels).

To find the best frame for each pollen grain the algorithm uses two different
processes. One of them consists in using the co-occurrence matrix, equal than to
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look for the frame with higher contrast, but now, focusing at the regions where
the pollen grains are. And the other one consists in using the Fourier transform
to find the frame with higher contrast focusing also at the same regions that the
previous one. In that way, the algorithm obtains two different sets of images for
grains pollen prototypes. Obviously, artifacts (unwanted particles as dust and
detritus) are taken as well in this process. These artifacts will be used as image
prototypes for background and unwanted particles.

3.2 Classification Algorithms

For training our system, a classical scheme to train classifiers was followed, which
consists in to use three independent sets of patterns: one for training, one for
avoid the overtraining and another for testing [9]. For generating each of these
sets was applied ICA to the pollen images prototypes. We have used Neural
Networks and Support Vector Machine (SVM) [10] classifiers.

Independent Component Analysis, (ICA). ICA is a statistical generative
model whose objective is to explain the original data (X) using statistically
independent random vectors (S). X can be modeled as X ≈ AS, where S is the
matrix of latent independent components and A is the mixing matrix.

This technique can be used for feature extraction since the components of
X can be regarded as characteristics representing the objects (patterns) [6].
FastICA algorithm [11] was used to build ICA base functions of the pollen image
space. Once a suitable ICA model has been created, it can be expressed, as also
with other transformations (wavelets or Gabor filters [12]), each sample of an
image (I) located in (x, y), that is, the pixel gray-scale values (point luminances)
in an image, as a linear superposition of some base functions Aj(x, y) (rows of
the mixing matrix A) called features,

I(x, y) =

q∑

j=1

Aj(x, y)sj (1)

where the sj are image-dependent coefficients. While the features Aj are the
same for all patches, all prototypes used to generate the ICA base functions.
That is, by estimating an image basis using an ICA algorithm, it can be obtained
a basis adapted to the data that can model the image space.

The optimal ICA model order is estimated based on the performance of a
classifier. Where, the input vectors to this classifier are generated in the following
way: first, two different input window sizes, 32× 32 and 64× 64, are considered;
hence each sample used to build the ICA model was resized accord to the size
of the model. The resizing was done using the bilinear interpolation algorithm
provided by the OpenCV library [13]. For each input size were built 11 ICA
models providing a given number of features in the range of 10 to 60.
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Neural Networks, (NN). The neural classifier was built with a feed-forward
multilayer perceptron which has a single hidden layer. The neural network weights
were adjusted with a variant of the classical Back-Propagation (BP) algorithm
named Resilient Back-Propagation (Rprop) [14]. Rprop is a local adaptive learn-
ing scheme performing supervised batch-learning in a multilayer perceptron with
faster convergence than the standard BP algorithm.

In this work, the Stuttgart Neural Network Simulator environment SDK [15]
was used to generate and train the neural network classifiers. To avoid local
minimum during the training process, each setting was repeated four times,
changing the initial weights in the net at random. Furthermore, the number of
neurons in the hidden layer was allowed to vary between 50 and 650 in steps
of 50 selecting the network that provides the highest success rate over the test
subset.

Support Vector Machines, (SVM). LibSVM [16] library was used with the
radial basis function kernel showed in eq. 2. To find the optimal configuration
of the classifier, the best values to use for parameters γ and C were studied,
varying them between 0.125 and 4 in a nested loop which doubles the value of
the corresponding parameter in each round.

K(xi, xj) = exp(−γ ‖xi − xj‖2 , γ > 0) (2)

4 Results

Due to the nature of the dealt problem was decided to do two experiments. In the
first (Experiment 1) all classes shown in Table 1 are considered independently
each from others. That is, in Experiment 1, ten classes are considered. While
in the second (Experiment 2), Dactylis glomerata, Phalaris minor and Lolium
rigidum are grouped in a same class named Gramineae; Avena sativa and Avena
sterelis are also grouped in a same class named Avena, although, they also
belong to the Gramineae family. And finally, Calocedrus decurrens and Cypress
are grouped in a same class named cypress, although images of those classes
appear somewhat different. In that way, only six classes are considered in the
Experiment 2.

A double training process was done, on the one hand NN classifiers were
trained and, on the other hand, SVM classifiers. After training process were
obtained the results shown in Tables 2 and 3, where can be seen the results
obtained over the test subsets. To perform the test, the same sets prototypes
in a 10-fold cross validation configuration for the two types of classifiers were
used. Therefore, the results are shown using box plots. The total number of
prototypes was 1660 with a average distribution in the 10-fold as follow: 167.9
for trash, 134.4 for Cypress, 174.7 for Calocedrus decurrens, 175.1 for Lolium
rigidum, 76.5 for Dactylis glomerata, 141.2 for Phalaris minor, 121 for Avena
sativa, 105.6 for Avena sterelis, 298.1 for Quercus rotundifolia and 264.9 for
Olea europeae.
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Table 2. Classification results depending on components number obtained for the
Experiment 1

First of all, it has to be said that the training times for the neural nets
classifiers were longer than for the SVM classifiers (in average, about 25 minutes
for SVM against more than 48 hours for NN). For this reason, after to do a
significant number of trainings with NN and to test that the results were worse
than with SVM, it was decided not to do more trainings.

In tables 2 and 3 one can see the performance obtained by the neural and
SVM classifiers depending on the number of features in the inputs vectors. In
that way, the results obtained, choosing the median as a standard to select the
best value, are shown in Table 4.

As can be seen in these tables the performance of the SVM classifiers is
better than that of the neural classifiers, about 10 percentage points in all cases.
This along with the training time do that, for this problem, the election of the
SVM classifiers is much more convenient than NN classifiers. Another points to
consider are, on the one hand, that the success results do not seem to depend
on the prototypes dimension. At least for the two sizes that were considered.
Which indicates that there is information enough in the prototypes of less size.
And, in the other hand, the grouping of the classes in Experiment 2 does not
seem to improve very much the average success results.
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Table 3. Classification results depending on components number obtained for the
Experiment 2

Table 4. Summary of Tables 2 and 3. Maximum value of the median in each case.

SVM NN

Prototypes dim. Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 1 Experiment 2

32 87.16→15 comp 86.59→20 comp 76.24→25 comp 79.50→20 comp
64 86.59→20 comp 86.78→20 comp 77.58→30 comp 79.31→30 comp

5 Conclusions

The aim of this study was to test if by mean of an algorithm we were able to
count and classify the allergenic airborne pollen in a semi-automatic way. Since,
we need the samples already prepared. And from the obtained results, we could
say that we have developed an algorithm able to segment well the pollen in the
image samples. And the classifier algorithm using SVM carries out about a 90%
success. Which, taken into account nature of the problem, is a very promising
result. As future work, we have to improve the algorithm to segment the pollen
images doing it more adaptable to the samples conditions. And, with the station
built, we have also to capture each time more image prototypes of all classes to
do more robust the classifier.
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